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EMX 65/85 and Open at Brezice (Slovenia)
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Slovenia hosted the first round of the EMX Open European Championship and the second round
of EMX SW zone 65&85 European Championships. Qualifying races took place in a sunny, hot
weather. Italian rider Brando Rispoli won the EMX 65 Qualifying race in front of Slovenian best
rider Jaka Peklaj and of the winner of the first round, Italian Alessandro Gaspari.
Spanish riders were dominating in the EMX 85 Qualifying race. The pole position was taken by
Raul Garcia Sanchez ahead of Antonio Gallego Ramos and Italian Andrea Viano.
Slovenian MXGP rider Klemen Gerčar snatched the pole position in the EMX Open Qualifying
race.
The race day in Brežice started with 18°C and later in the day it was hotter with 28°C.
Race1 was won by Italian Brando Rispoli, 13 sec. ahead of Slovenian Jaka Peklaj and Italian Jas
Janout.
Race1 was led again by Italian Brando Rispoli, who won 7,93 seconds ahead of Jaka Peklajand
17,10 sec ahead of Italian Alessandro Gaspari.
The winner of the event was Brando Rispoli, ahead of Jaka Peklaj and Jan Janout. 
Race1  in EMX 85 was lead by yesterday’s qualification leader Raul Sanchez Garcia ahead of Ita-
lian riders Andrea Viano and Valerio Lata.
Race2 was lead again  by Spanish Raul Sanchez who won 8,29 sec ahead of Andrea Viano and of
French Axel Louis. 
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The overall winner was Spanish
Raul Sanchez Garcia ahead of
Italian Andrea Viano and
French Baptiste Bordes.
In the class EMX Open in Race1
the hole shot went to Slove-
nian rider Klemen Gercar. Se-
cond position for Czech Martin
Michek 3,35 sec behind the
leader and ahead of Russian
Evgeniy Mikhaylov. In the race2
same podium with Gercar and
Michek till the finish line. 
The overall results saw at the
first place Klemen Gercar,
ahead of Martin Michek and
ahead of Evgeniy Mikhaylov.

The next SW Zone EMX 65/85 Championship race will be held at Brou, France, in the weekend
of 19-20 May. 
The next EMX Open Championship race will be held at Kishkunlachaza, Hungary, in the wee-
kend of 28-29 April. 

The actual issue of FIM Europe MAG is online and can be downloaded here.

About FIM Europe (www.fim-europe.com) - The FIM Europe (in the past UEM, Union Europèenne de Motocyclisme) includes
47 National Federations (FMNs) and 6 Regional Motorcycling Associations and is a European organization acting within its attri-
butions in all matters in relation with motorcycling activities and, as such, in domains ranging from sport, tourism, leisure, envi-
ronment, mobility, road safety, legislative affairs, protection and defence of the rights and interests of motorcycle users. As far as
motorcycle sport is concerned, the FIM Europe is the supreme and sole European authority empowered by the FIM to control
European motorcycling sport activities organized under its jurisdiction throughout Europe.The aims of FIM Europe are to develop
and promote all forms of motorcycling in Europe as well as the co-operation and friendship between its members, and notably:
to examine all questions related to the development of motorcycling in Europe; to organize European Championships and to
establish all competitions that appear beneficial subject to the prior approval of the FIM; to co-operate with the FIM in all matters
relating to the organization of international events and motorcycling in general; to organize camps and seminars for riders, officials,
coaches and administrators of various European FMNs; to support the creation and development of motorcycling activities in all
European countries; to promote the co-operation among all European FMNs; to promote motorcycling among young people,
both as sport and motorcycling in general; to encourage the use of motorcycles in European countries and to develop motorcycle
tourism; to represent the interests of motorcyclists before European authorities; to promote in the media the sport of motorcycling
and the use of motorcycles in all of Europe.
Follow us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/europeanmotorcycling
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